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Abstract Requirements analysis for Web applications
still needs to employ eﬀective RE practices to accom-
modate some distinctive aspects: capturing high-level
communication goals, considering several user proﬁles,
deﬁning hypermedia-speciﬁc requirements, bridging the
gap between requirements and Web design, and reusing
requirements for an eﬀective usability evaluation.
Techniques should be usable, informal, require little
training eﬀort, and show relative advantage to project
managers. On the basis of the i * framework, this paper
presents a proposal for deﬁning hypermedia require-
ments (concerning aspects such as content, interaction,
navigation, and presentation) for Web applications. The
model adopts a goal-driven approach coupled with
scenario-based techniques, introduces a hypermedia
requirement taxonomy to facilitate Web conceptual
design, and paves the way for systematic usability eval-
uation. Particular attention is paid to the empirical
validation of the model based on the perceived quality
attributes theory. A case study developed with industrial
partners is discussed.
Keywords Goal-based analysis Æ Hypermedia design Æ
Hypermedia requirements Æ Usability evaluation Æ Web
applications
1 Introduction and motivation
Unlike traditional information systems, Web applica-
tions have still not received enough attention by RE
research. Conversely, the hypermedia and hypertext
communities developed a large variety of techniques for
systematic Web application design. Whereas the debate
around Web site design stimulated both researchers and
practitioners to develop design methods, patterns, and
guidelines to support the work of Web designers, the
activity of requirements analysis for Web sites seems still
to be entirely left to the intuition of the Web analysts,
who might beneﬁt of proper conceptual tools to elicit,
analyze, and document requirements in a systematic and
eﬀective fashion.
For small homemade Web sites (such as, for example,
most personal homepages) a systematic requirements
method or a systematic design method may not be worth
using. Given the size and the resources of the project,
adopting a structured model for the requirements and
design activity would probably be less eﬃcient than
using an agile ‘‘sketch, code, and review’’ approach.
However, as the size of the application and the number
of stakeholders involved increases, it becomes more
important to devote project resources to understand,
elicit, and analyze Web site objectives and requirements,
as well as to keep the complexity of the design under
control.
It is clear that there are several families of Web
applications, which may be classiﬁed according to dif-
ferent criteria such as their domain (e-commerce,
healthcare, educational, corporate, etc.) or their goals
(trading goods, community building, informing, enter-
taining, etc.). However, to better understand the ap-
proach to Web application requirements, it may also be
useful to investigate the typology of the expected user
experience on the site, so as it is reﬂected in the inter-
action paradigm established by the application.
Modern Web applications are basically merging two
interactive paradigms [1]:
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1. The hypermedia style of interaction is derived from
hypertext and multimedia applications. In the hy-
permedia paradigm, users basically navigate in the
applications, select a variety of possibilities, traverse
links, explore content, and access and learn infor-
mation. Key modelling concerns are user-centered
design, ill-deﬁned user tasks, content, and navigation
architecture.
2. The transactional style of interaction is typical of
traditional information systems. Users activate
operations, modify the application status, input data,
receive system notiﬁcations, follow strictly predeﬁned
paths, and perform transactions. Key modelling
concerns are low-granularity user tasks, user–systems
data exchange, and sequential interaction modelling.
E-commerce Web sites are typical examples of this
combination of interactive styles. Navigation-based user
experiences such as accessing product catalogues,
locating needed content, freely exploring product
information, navigating to related products, and
changing site department are blended with operation-
oriented tasks such as putting a product in the shopping
bag, starting a purchase process, providing authentica-
tion info, setting a payment method, setting shipping
and billing address, and conﬁrming the order. It has
been acknowledged that the blending of these paradigms
poses new challenges for the design of the user experi-
ence [1].
Over the last few years, advanced requirements
methodologies (such as TROPOS [2]) applied to
Web-based applications have considered mainly the
transactional and operational aspects. However, hyper-
media-intensive Web applications (those favoring the
hypermedia style rather than the transactional style) are
not systematically covered in requirements analysis
concerns.
Large cultural-heritage Web sites, educational Web
sites, institutional Web sites, promotional and corporate
Web applications, and even a large part of e-commerce
Web sites are just some examples of domains in which
sites are designed ﬁrst and foremost as means to com-
municate content and also as a tool for accomplishing
operations and transactional tasks. In such domains,
stakeholders need to address communication goals [3, 4],
i.e. they wish to use the site to get across structured
messages and content to a variety of users. Require-
ments should take informed decisions about the design
of the user experience by considering potential users who
have goals with respect to the site and who expect to ﬁnd
a usable information architecture with which to learn, to
be engaged, and to retrieve information.
This paper focusses on requirements analysis for
hypermedia-intensive Web applications, also called
information-intensive or communication-intensive.
Moving from key achievements in goal-oriented
requirements analysis and assessed hypermedia design
techniques, AWARE—a model for the Analysis of Web
Application Requirements—is introduced.
AWARE pushes for introducing a communication-
oriented perspective in Web site development, where
high-level communication goals and user requirements
have to be taken carefully into account during require-
ments analysis. Moreover, requirements should be tied
up coherently with conceptual design of hypermedia
speciﬁcations, possibly capitalizing on current Web
design practices. Requirements techniques for Web sites
should also be extremely lightweight, intuitive, and
usable by Web analysts and project stakeholders, who
often have little or no technical background. Finally, the
model proposed must show a relative advantage to
project managers, requiring little training eﬀort to be
adopted and eﬀectively integrated into current practices.
Recent empirical studies [5] found that ﬁne-grained
iterative development is mainly adopted in current
practice by Web project teams. In this context, design
artefacts play a major role in clarifying clients’ needs and
system requirements. In the exploration phase of the
iterative process an initial (not deﬁnitive) set of goals of
the stakeholders and ﬁnal users may be negotiated. Once
suﬃcient understanding is achieved, the iterative process
can commence. As such, analyzing and documenting
requirements should not be additional paperwork for
Web project teams, but rather a support for communi-
cating, negotiating, and reasoning about the strategic
decisions during incremental development. In this con-
text, AWARE may serve as a conceptual tool for
eﬀectively supporting these activities.
The paper is an extended and revised version of [6].
Section 2 discusses some relevant works related the
requirements analysis for information systems and Web
applications. Section 3 presents the key constructs of the
AWARE model, describing how it extends and com-
plements goal-oriented analysis based on i *. A real case
study is discussed in Sect. 4. The case study shows
concrete examples of the basic features of AWARE,
deﬁning hypermedia functional and non-functional
requirements on the basis of the goals of the stake-
holders. Section 5 illustrated the relationship between
requirements and hypermedia Web conceptual design
using a proven Web design methodology (W2000). Ex-
cerpts of the design are shown and commented upon.
Section 6 indicates how to reuse the requirements
knowledge for a systematic usability evaluation, an as-
pect often considered as standing apart in the Web
development process. Section 7 presents the method and
the results of an initial empirical evaluation of the model
carried out with real Web analysts in the context of the
UWA EU-funded project.1 Section 8draws some con-
cluding remarks. Section 9 outlines future work, which
1Ubiquitous Web Applications (UWA) IST-2000-2531 (http://
www.uwaproject.org) is a two-year EU-funded project aiming at
developing a set of design methodologies and tools for supporting
the development of multi-channel Web applications. Part of the
AWARE model was conceived and validated as an integral part of
the project.
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is dedicated to the further validation of the model, to its
enhancement, and to the technology transfer.
2 Related works
Conceptual tools for analyzing goals and reasoning
about actor–goal dependencies for e-commerce Web-
based information systems were provided in the TRO-
POS project [2]. In this context, the i * framework [7]
is adopted to model actor intentional relationships and
analyze high-level goals together with non-functional
requirements. In particular, one of the results of TRO-
POS is the deﬁnition of a bridge between organizational
stakeholders and goals and candidate software archi-
tectures supporting the requirements. Passing from early
requirements (organizational goals) to late requirements
(system properties and service capabilities), much
emphasis is on the functionality of the system, which is
an important but not exhaustive aspect of a Web
application. Late requirements should also give proper
indications about the hypermedia aspects (concerning
information architecture, interaction, and navigation),
which directly aﬀect the user experience. The AWARE
model specializes i * in the sense that it allows deriving
hypermedia requirements from a further analysis of
i * actors’ goals.
The ability of moving from high-level goals to de-
tailed requirements is already provided by KAOS [8].
Here, techniques for goal decomposition allow for the
formal deﬁnition and analysis of system goals, as well as
for the exploration of alternatives. The operationaliza-
tion of goals enables the speciﬁcation of a detailed
requirements set, where responsibilities for their fulﬁll-
ment are assigned to agents.
Semi-formal goal analysis deﬁned in GBRAM [9]
provides eﬀective support for the elaboration and
pruning of goals for Web-based information systems by
coupling goal-oriented analysis with scenario-based
techniques. Scenarios, as used in HCI analysis and de-
sign [10] as well as in usability evaluation [11], describe
envisioned possible uses of the applications, highlighting
in turn the motivation, the context, and the goals of the
intended users [12]. Scenarios are powerful to exemplify
goals and point out requirements vividly and are often
used to complement goal analysis approaches. In Web
site development, scenarios are often claimed by prac-
titioners to drive the deﬁnition of requirements. How-
ever, whereas user scenarios may cover the analysis of
user requirements, the requirements deriving from
stakeholders who are not users (such as the client, client
representatives, organizations, and other institutional
entities involved in the project) are better covered by
goal-based methods.
Over the last decade, the hypermedia community has
elaborated user-centered Web design models. These
design techniques (such as WebML [13], HDM [14],
OOHDM [15], W2000 [16], WSDM [17], OO-Method
[18], and UWE [19]) enable users to model the essential
hypertext and hypermedia features of complex Web sites
at a proper conceptual level. The motivation for the
development of structured methodologies for Web site
design is the recognition that complex Web sites cannot
be designed ‘‘page-by-page,’’ simply because the design
of the information and navigation architecture quickly
becomes unmanageable without using proper abstrac-
tion mechanisms. To this end, notations and models to
describe the navigation, the information architecture,
and interface structure of Web sites at a conceptual level
(i.e. independently from implementation details) were
deﬁned together with proper tool support.
As many companies were motivated to develop a
Web presence by the growth of the Internet economy, a
large part of the basic principles underlying these sys-
tematic design approaches were borrowed by practitio-
ners [20]. As a consequence, an explosion of literature
about practical guidelines, lightweight methods, and
‘‘successful’’ processes for eﬀective user-centered Web
design occurred.
After so much attention was paid to the design pro-
cess, the requirements activities for Web site develop-
ment began to receive some consideration, because it
was realized that a well-designed Web site is such only
if it fulﬁlls the expectations of the users, as well as the
business and communication goals of the main stake-
holders.
Initial research eﬀorts to bridge the gap between
requirements analysis and hypermedia conceptual design
using scenarios can be found in [15]. In this case, sce-
narios drive the elicitation of the desired features of
the Web site. Although scenarios may be useful for
requirements exploration, they may be also deceiving if
used in isolation. In fact, since they describe concrete
uses of the Web site, they may introduce design decisions
that are premature to commit on. Scenarios should be
carefully used to suggest possible site uses and as a
source for deﬁning high-level and general user goals.
Goals have to be extracted and abstracted from sce-
narios and then reﬁned in the requirements analysis.
This paper illustrates how to use goal-oriented
requirements analysis to deﬁne hypermedia speciﬁc-
requirements that may be eﬀectively used in Web con-
ceptual design and usability evaluation. In this light, the
AWARE model is introduced to provide project teams
with proper modelling constructs and notations.
3 AWARE: analysis of Web application requirements
In order to support the requirements analysis activity of
Web analysts and designers, the AWARE model oﬀers
simple primitives enabling users to document and spec-
ify goal-oriented hypermedia requirements, as well as to
keep traces of the requirements and design rationale.
Rather than prescribing a process or a method,
AWARE oﬀers a set of conceptual tools that Web
analysts might ﬁnd useful for describing and reasoning
with Web site requirements.
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AWARE recognizes the central role of the stake-
holders and their goals, as in traditional goal-based
approaches. Whereas i * provides constructs to model
actors and their dependencies with respect to their goals
and tasks, AWARE extends the analysis of i * to the
elaboration and deﬁnition of hypermedia-speciﬁc
requirements. To this end, AWARE introduces a
requirement taxonomy to bind requirements to hyper-
media conceptual design and to help organize the design
activity accordingly. As shown in the metamodel in
Fig. 1, the main constructs oﬀered by AWARE are the
following:
Stakeholder (i* actor). This construct models every
user proﬁle to be considered for the Web application to
build and all the relevant clients and main stakeholders
to be involved (the company representatives, marketing
managers, sponsors, decision makers and opinion
makers). Stakeholders correspond to the notion of actor
in i *; i* actors own goals and may depend on other
actors to fulﬁll their goals or to perform tasks. In many
Web applications, a basic dependency between actors is
between the stakeholders who run the site and the users.
The former depend on the latter to satisfy the objectives
of the Web site. For example, the marketing manager
(actor a) of an online shop may have the goal to sell the
products of the site sponsor. At the end of the day, the
fulﬁllment of this goal depends on the actual purchases
made by the site users (actor b). Thus, an actor may
either have his own goals or may depend on other actors
for the satisfaction of such goals (delegated goals).
Stakeholder (i* actor) priority. Project teams may
need to decide internally which stakeholders are more
important than others, because of organizational rea-
sons, or because of business or communicative purposes.
A priority may thus be associated to each stakeholder in
order to help analysts properly weigh the goals and the
needs expressed by each stakeholder, and consequently
plan eﬀort and resources for the analysis in a more
eﬃcient way [21].
The priority value can also be used to capture the
importance that stakeholders (e.g. the marketing strat-
egists) assign to each user proﬁle. Indeed, a good Web
requirements analysis should identify and prioritize the
target audience of the application in order to focus the
communication eﬀort and spend the design resources
towards speciﬁc user proﬁles rather than others. Priority
may be expressed by quantitative (e.g. 0,...,1) or quali-
tative (e.g. +, -, ++, –, ...) values.
Goal. A goal models a high-level objective of one or
more stakeholders. Goals may represent users’ goals and
main stakeholders’ goals. Goals can be decomposed by
i * decomposition and means–ends relationships. As
acknowledged by i * and other goal-driven methods
[9, 2], goals may need to be expressed informally (or
semi-formally) to enhance communication among
stakeholders but as unambiguously as possible to avoid
misunderstanding.
Task. Reﬁning users’ goals, user tasks may be de-
ﬁned. While a goal is a wished state of aﬀairs, a user task
(i * task) is a high-level user activity on the site. User
tasks in Web requirements analysis should be higher
level than the ones deﬁned in task analysis for interface
design. In traditional HCI design, user tasks can be
easily mapped on screen mock-ups. In case of complex
Web applications, user tasks have to be further elabo-
rated to envision a proper hypermedia structure (e.g. a
navigation schema, a set of information objects, several
access paths) that might support them.
Fig. 1 The AWARE
metamodel for Web application
requirements
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Stake priority. A stakeholder may consider a goal
more important than another. In case of large number of
goals, it would be recommendable to gently ‘‘force’’
stakeholders to prioritize their goals, so to make the
project converge to crucial application objectives.
Stakeholders and the project team may also agree on
considering some users’ goals more improbable to hap-
pen rather than others, or more crucial to support rather
than others. Therefore, in the metamodel shown in
Fig. 1, the stake priority represents the degree of interest
for a goal as expressed by a stakeholder. It is therefore a
property of the relationship between a stakeholder and
one of his/her goals. This relevance may be expressed by
quantitative (e.g. 0,...,1) or qualitative (e.g. +, -, ++, –,
...) values.
Goal priority. Since a goal may be owned by more
stakeholders, the priority of a goal should be calculated
properly, combining all the stakeholder priorities and
stake priorities involving that goal. For example, ana-
lysts may multiply the stakeholder priority for the stake
priority for each stakeholder owing that goal, and then
summing all these values to obtain the absolute priority
of the goal. Obviously, priority values are of use only
when many high-level goals are at stake, and analysts
have to make important decisions about pruning goals.
Requirement. Goals are reﬁned, elaborated into
subgoals, tasks and eventually into requirements. Hy-
permedia requirements are informally expressed in nat-
ural language, and their level of detail is negotiated
between analysts and design team. Requirements are
not aimed at capturing all the functionality of the Web
application but only those crucial features needed by
designers to shape the user experience and by stake-
holders to agree on initial speciﬁcations. Note that the
requirement construct models both functional require-
ments and non-functional requirements.
The concept of ‘‘requirement’’ is not modelled
explicitly by i * because it addresses mainly goals–actor
relationships in the early stages of analysis. AWARE
instead uses the concept of requirement as operational-
ization of goals as in [8].
3.1 A hypermedia requirements taxonomy
In order to organize the hypermedia requirements set
and facilitate the design activity, requirements are clas-
siﬁed according to the design aspect on which they have
an implication. The hypermedia requirement taxonomy
comprises so far the following dimensions [22] (see
Fig. 1):
1. Content. Content—the core value of a hypermedia-
intensive Web application—refers to that set of ideas
and messages that the site communicates to its users.
Ideas and messages are mainly speciﬁed in terms of
information chunks provided. In the case of a mu-
seum Web site, content requirements might be:
‘‘present details for each painting’’, ‘‘provide bibli-
ography for each painter’’, ‘‘present museum collec-
tion history’’, ‘‘provide director’s welcome’’, and
‘‘communicate opening and visiting hour’’.
2. Structure of content. Requirements can also give
coarse-grained insights about how the content pieces
identiﬁed might be structured. By ‘‘structure’’ we
mean the organization of the content. Providing ini-
tial requirements about the structure of content
means expressing the need of highlighting particular
pieces of content or messages within an information
object. In the museum example, such requirements
might be: ‘‘in the museum presentation, highlight the
historical value of the building’’, or ‘‘presenting the
painting, detail the techniques used’’.
3. Access paths to content. This dimension refers to the
navigational paths available to the user in order to
reach the needed content. The user should be allowed
to access the needed information or be guided to the
exploration of the oﬀered content following the
navigational access paths best corresponding to his
expectations and goals. This dimension captures the
strategy behind the hypermedia artefacts exploited by
the user to start the navigation, to locate and reach
the interested content. Examples of requirements
pointing to this design aspect are: ‘‘allow accessing
paintings by author’’, ‘‘provide thematic guided
tours’’, ‘‘allow accessing authors by period and by
name’’, ‘‘provide access to recommended work of
arts’’, ‘‘guide through the paintings of the weeks’’,
and ‘‘allow planning a visit by date and preferences’’.
4. Navigation. Requirements can suggest connections
between diﬀerent information pieces, allowing the
user to navigate from one piece of content to another.
Semantic relationships among information pieces can
be relevant for navigation, i.e. can be exploited by the
user to traverse the path connecting one object to one
or more others in order to complete his cognitive or
operational task. This design dimension captures the
hypermedia artefacts exploited by the user to navi-
gate, once accessed a given information object, from
that object to one or more others that are semanti-
cally related. Examples of navigation requirements
are: ‘‘relate each painter to its author’’, ‘‘relate visits
information to restaurant and hotel services avail-
able’’, ‘‘relate history collection to most precious
work of arts’’, and ‘‘relate information about an
artistic movement with its representative authors’’.
5. Presentation. Requirements can also give guidelines
and design input for conceiving the visual commu-
nication strategies for presenting content, naviga-
tional capabilities and operations to the user.
Presentation design concerns two main aspects:
graphics and interface layout. Graphics concerns the
visual element composing the user interface (buttons,
icons, images, font proportions or titles); layout
concerns the physical positioning of these objects on
the page. Examples of presentation requirements
might be: ‘‘present a young style for teenagers in the
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Kids section’’, or ‘‘present a professional and artis-
tically rich style in the collection layout’’.
6. User operation. User operations are those operations
that are visible to users to complete some tasks. These
operations are all operations that users can trigger by
interacting with the application. In the museum Web
site, examples are: ‘‘subscribe to a mailing list’’,
‘‘create personal collection’’, or ‘‘post personal com-
ment to a painting’’.
7. System operation. System operations are not directly
visible to users, but become mandatory to ‘‘build’’
user operations. Possible system operation require-
ments include: ‘‘force user authentication for building
personal collection’’, ‘‘track user navigation and
build preference proﬁles’’, or ‘‘update recommenda-
tions every ﬁve user sessions’’. Operations are ex-
pressed informally at the requirements level. Formal
speciﬁcation of Web operations and Web transac-
tions are delegated to the design level (see details
in [24]) and are not treated in this paper.
8. Interaction. Interaction requirements describe envi-
sioned styles of interaction for the user. In a museum
of modern art, an interaction requirement could be to
‘‘provide the user with an interactive 3D model of a
representative work of art’’ to raise her interest in
understanding the modern art. Such requirements are
obviously related to content and presentation aspects;
however, they capture application aspects that may
need a speciﬁc design elaboration (in terms of design
skills and resources needed). Note that interaction
requirements cannot be reduced to the presentation
aspects. Whereas presentation concerns aesthetic/
cognitive aspects of the Web pages, interaction
requirements may entail the motivational element of
the user experience, the creation of expectation in the
user, and his or her engagement in the Web site
content.
Although a requirement may concern more than one
dimension, our project experience suggests that it is
better to reﬁne a requirement to the point where exactly
one dimension can be assigned to it. If a requirement
cannot be easily and clearly assigned to exactly one
dimension, then it is still too general to serve as input for
design and should be further reﬁned. This separation of
concerns facilitates the achievement of an agreed gran-
ularity level.
The AWARE requirements taxonomy is obviously
open and always revisable. Emerging Web applications
may call for ad hoc types of requirements that need to be
captured early in the analysis (e.g. multi-channel appli-
cations, Web-based collaborative environment) and may
suggest new dimensions to be considered.
Dimensions can help organize the design activity. In
fact, designers can then adopt any Web design method
(e.g. WebML, OOHDM, HDM, WSDM, or UML for
the Web) to shape design solutions in term of detailed
speciﬁcations solving the requirements. Given the initial
set of requirements, designers can read requirements ‘‘by
dimension’’, ‘‘by stakeholder’’, or ‘‘by goal’’. Consider-
ing requirements by dimension allows designers to as-
sign requirements to the proper conceptual design
toolset and to speciﬁc design competences. Reading
requirements by stakeholders or by goal allows designers
to focus on design solutions required to fulﬁll some
‘‘high-priority’’ stakeholder (such as the museum direc-
tor) or indispensable goal.
In order to facilitate the elicitation and reﬁnement
process user scenarios may complement goal analysis.
Scenarios are commonly recognized as powerful drivers
for goal-based approaches. They are task-oriented vivid
descriptions of envisioned use of the Web site. They can
help analysts discover new requirements, exemplify
goals, surface new goals, and better deﬁne stakeholders.
A scenario may be synthesized as a pair user pro-
ﬁle+goal(s) or user proﬁle+task(s), in order to be
integrated with the goals model in a coherent fashion.
4 Application example
During the requirements analysis of the Web site of an
Italian supplier of silver-made artefacts (from now on
called B-Silver), we adopted the AWARE model,
employing an intuitive and stakeholder-oriented graph-
ical representation. It is structured (to communicate
with designers) but simple and semi-formal (to com-
municate with clients). In this simpliﬁed format,
requirements are visually ‘‘labeled’’ according to the
hypermedia taxonomy and goals are mainly considered
in ‘‘and’’ relation. In this section, an excerpt of the
artefacts deﬁned during the requirements analysis is
discussed.
This case study has the advantage of representing the
outcome of a real requirements analysis; however (as it
often happens), it has the drawback of not illustrating all
the features of the metamodel. Priorities at the top-level
goals, for example, are not exploited due to the very
limited number of stakeholders and high-level goals in-
volved.2 In fact, two main stakeholders for the Web site
were identiﬁed: the ﬁrm itself (represented by the presi-
dent) and one user proﬁle corresponding to the typical
B-Silver client. As to the actor interdependencies, it is
clear that the key dependency to be considered is that
the accomplishment of the communication goals of the
main stakeholder depends on the success of the user
experience on the site.
Therefore, even if simple, the case study presented is
suitable to exemplify the derivation of hypermedia
requirements, since the site at issue was mainly hyper-
2In case of a very limited number of top-level goals and stake-
holders, it may be more useful to assign priorities directly to
requirements, and then employing prioritization techniques such as
QFD [25]. A method for using prioritization in goal models is also
shown in [26].
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media-intensive and did not have particular operations
or transactions involved. Moreover, the case study
shows in practice how to use goal-oriented analysis in a
Web project, how to manage the transition between
requirements and hypermedia design by means of the
requirements taxonomy, and how to reuse requirements
knowledge for usability evaluation.
4.1 Goals of the ﬁrm
The crucial high-level objectives that B-Silver needs to
address by means of the Web site are (Fig. 2):
1. Attract new clients. B-Silver is one of the leaders in
the regions near its location. However, the company
planned to acquire new silver resellers in other Italian
regions. The site could be a useful communication
tool to contribute to this strategy.
2. Facilitate contacts. The site should serve as an easy-
to-reach resource for potential and current clients to
get in touch with B-Silver.
3. Communicate corporate identity. B-Silver has a cor-
porate identity based on a long tradition of style and
quality in the Italian panorama of silver suppliers.
Goals are in ‘‘and’’ relation in the sense that the Web
site should be a tool to allow B-Silver to satisfy all these
three goals. Let us consider the analysis of the most
important goal, namely attract new clients (Fig. 2).
During the meetings with the president and his staﬀ, it
emerged that the most reasonable strategy for B-Silver
to convince potential Web site visitors to become clients
is to communicate the critical success factors of B-Silver
in the silver supplier market. Furthermore, these were
identiﬁed in having a store with very large assortment of
products, making product available in a short time, and
oﬀering repairing and restyling services.
It is clear that the fulﬁllment of the attract new clients
goal relies also on the promotional strategy (online and
oﬄine) of the Web site (registration and keyword-buying
on search engines, merchandising, and newsletters). This
aspect, which is not strictly related to the design of the
Web application but to its promotion, is intentionally
not documented in the requirements analysis directed to
designers.
All three subgoals identiﬁed should be analyzed and
further decomposed. Decomposition here is not in-
tended as a necessary derivation, but rather as the doc-Fig. 2 From goals to hypermedia requirements for B-Silver main
stakeholder
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umentation of the outcome of a decision-making pro-
cess. Moreover, the reﬁnement decisions are strongly
dependent to the resources available for the project, that
is, a time to market of two months and a budget limited
to 10,000 euros.
Elaborating on the store with large assortment sub-
goal, two goals were identiﬁed (Fig. 2): highlight the
variety of products on one hand, and avoid presentation
of the single items on the other. The latter subgoal is a
case of negative goal (also called ‘‘Avoid’’ goal). Indeed,
the discussion with the staﬀ of the president gave rise to
the belief that B-Silver does not intend to present on the
Web site the details of each single product available in
the store. It is not reasonable to manage the presentation
of hundreds thousands of products on the B-Silver Web
site, mainly for prohibitively expensive costs of content
production, maintenance, and updating. It is interesting
to notice that such a negative goal is not properly a
negation of a ﬁnal state of aﬀairs in the real world, but
rather the declaration of the intention of not following a
given communication and design strategy.
In order to solve the tension between highlight the
variety of products and avoid presentation of the single
items, a possible strategy identiﬁed is to present main
product families. With such a strategy, the communica-
tion of the range of diﬀerent products is ensured without
dramatically aﬀecting the budget available. Two
requirements are deﬁned to fulﬁll the present main
product families goal: a content requirement (labeled
with C) stating that descriptions of the features of each
product family has to be provided; and a requirement
saying that the user might be able to access the products
‘‘by family’’. The latter requirement concerns the ‘‘Ac-
cess’’ aspect of the Web site design and is then labeled
with A. In order to communicate that B-Silver makes
products available in a short time (the quick availability
of product goal), the requirement deﬁned is to highlight
the average time of product availability for each product
family. This is a requirement concerning the structure of
content (labeled with S) because it states that, in the
context of the description of the product family, the
information about availability should be particularly
visible.
Analysis for the other two high-level goals is also
shown in Fig. 2. Two content requirements capture the
information needed to facilitate contacts with B-Silver. It
is important to note that such requirements do not
anticipate design solutions because they just identify the
type of content needed, and not yet how it will be inte-
grated in the overall site architecture.
The communication of B-Silver corporate identity is
achieved through three basic requirements (Fig. 2): the
site will clearly explain that B-Silver will not sell arte-
facts to private clients (reﬁning the communicate supplier
role goal); moreover, it should be communicated that the
store is located in the center of the city of Milan (reﬁning
the communicate Milan-based goal). As a third require-
ment, concerning the presentation aspect (labeled with
P), the site should have a presentation style (in term of
graphics and layout) consistent with the B-Silver cor-
porate brand image.
Through this analysis, the analysts gathered a ﬁrst set
of essential hypermedia requirements and the basic
rationale behind them. As a crucial complement to the
analysis, the next paragraph will discuss the deﬁnition
and the elaboration of users’ goals, which will dictate
new requirements for the Web site.
4.2 Users’ goals
Obviously, the public area of the Web site is potentially
accessible by any Web user. However, any communica-
tion act presupposes an intended target audience [4]. The
more the characteristics and the expectations of the
addressee are known, the more the communication act
has a chance to succeed. User requirements analysis
should deﬁne the speciﬁc desired users to address and
anticipate their goals, in order to deliver a satisfactory
user experience and achieve the communication objec-
tives.
Among the diﬀerent user proﬁles envisioned by the
B-Silver president, one emerged as the most important
(and the only) to be taken into account in this case
(Fig. 3): a 40–50 year old manager of a small or medium
Italian jeweler with a discrete familiarity with Internet
sites. This user proﬁle models that community of users
that represents the main target audience of the
communication strategies envisioned in the previous
analysis. In fact, it also represents the proﬁle of the
typical B-Silver client. Not all the characteristics of the
proﬁle will be easily mapped to requirements and design
decisions. However, keeping in mind the target audience
of the Web site in terms of a person (with a given
average age, skills, and knowledge) maintains an
important point of reference for the subsequent choices
about the requirements (both functional and non-func-
tional), as well for the selection of the user sample for
the planning of the usability evaluation.
Given these basic features, user proﬁle 1 models a
variety of user types. This proﬁle may represent either a
potential client of B-Silver or someone who is already
a B-Silver client. Moreover, it also represents a ﬁrst-time
visitor or an experienced user of the site. These diﬀerent
aspects of the user are all taken into account in user
proﬁle 1 in order to enable the consideration of more
comprehensive set of requirements.
As shown in Fig. 3, the envisioned high-level goals
for user proﬁle 1 are: repairing or restyling one or more
silver products, visiting the B-Silver store, and being
persuaded to change the current silver supplier. More-
over, user proﬁle 1 might also want to look for a speciﬁc
product on the Web site. This is considered a task rather
than a goal, because it does not express a wished state of
aﬀairs for the user but rather a user activity on the site.
Any given combination of user proﬁle 1 and goal (or
task) is the essence of a user scenario. During analysis,
scenarios have been envisioned in more narrative form,
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specifying further the user type considered, detailing the
context of use and adding details about the goal to be
accomplished. Then, to document the salient scenarios
and smoothly represent the results of the scenarios
analysis similarly to the previous goal analysis, a more
synthetic and schematic notation has been chosen. This
choice also facilitated the discussion with the stake-
holder. In fact, narrative scenarios were discussed with
the main stakeholders, then the goals and tasks exem-
pliﬁed in the scenarios were generalized and abstracted
in the goal graph. Tasks and users’ goals are in ‘‘and’’
relation in the sense that the site must support all the
goals and tasks deﬁned.
The task look for a speciﬁc product cannot be sup-
ported in this case by access structures typically em-
ployed for comprehensive product catalogues (e.g. lists
of all product instances or search engines) because just
the families of products (and not the single product info)
are presented. Therefore, from each product family, it is
possible for the user to navigate to a related area to
request if the desired product of that speciﬁc family is
available in the store. A shown in Fig. 3, this is a navi-
gation requirement (labeled with N).
The goal repair/restyle one or more products is reﬁned
into the user task look if repairing services are oﬀered.
The requirement deﬁned to support this task concerns a
structural aspect of the site content: highlight added-va-
lue service oﬀered. This requirement means that the user
should be easily guided to locate the repairing services
description within the site. This requirement actually
adds structural information to a requirement already
deﬁned in the stakeholder analysis: presentation of each
service oﬀered (Fig. 3).
The requirements deﬁned to fulﬁll the visit the store
goal (Fig. 3) partly match with the ones discovered in
the stakeholder goal analysis, but in addition they state
that these pieces of content should be particularly
highlighted for the user. The design activity will then
decide how this ‘‘highlight’’ will be solved, according to
the economy of the overall site structure and design
style.
The goal change supplierenabled the elaboration of
three further salient scenarios (Fig. 3) discussed with the
stakeholders. User proﬁle 1, in order to change supplier,
might want to look for a more punctual partner, or one
might be looking for a larger assortment because the
current supplier does not satisfy the diversiﬁed needs of
his/her clients. In a third scenario, the potential client
might be interested in ﬁnding a supplier with a better
quality/price ratio. These three scenarios have been
reﬁned consequently in tasks and then into hypermedia
requirements.
Fig. 3 From goals to hypermedia requirements for user proﬁle 1
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The user’s goals analysis allowed for the partial def-
inition of new requirements and partial matching of
existing requirements with user needs.
4.3 Deﬁning non-functional requirements
The hypermedia taxonomy may also help deﬁne and
organize non-functional requirements in a coherent
fashion. On the basis of a comprehensive classiﬁcation
of quality attributes for user interface design presented
in [27], and on lessons learned from previous Web pro-
ject experiences, relevant non-functional requirements
were deﬁned and classiﬁed in this case.
As shown in Fig. 4, relevant soft goals salient for the
qualitative aspects of the Web site were elicited and
consequently reﬁned into hypermedia non-functional
requirements. Non-functional requirements are classi-
ﬁed according to the hypermedia taxonomy to facilitate
the work of designers.
The top-level soft goal is to achieve usability, meant
as the fundamental aspect of a satisfactory user experi-
ence. This high-level goal is relevant for the potential
user of the B-Silver Web site, but also for the main
stakeholder. In fact, delivering a usable Web site is an
important concern for B-silver too, who does not want
to disappoint their clients. Being too high-level and
generic, usability has been decomposed into diﬀerent
aspects concerning the quality of the information
architecture and its impact on user navigation. Since the
hypermedia requirements deﬁned do not assure in
absolute terms the achievement of an optimal level of
usability, each reﬁnement link is to be intended as con-
tribution to fulﬁllment (as the i * link ‘‘ Some+’’ [2])
rather than a complete satisfaction of a goal. They may
contribute to enhance usability, and may be considered
‘‘good-enough’’ to deliver a usable navigation experi-
ence.
To keep the user from losing orientation within the
site (see orientation soft goal), maintaining the status
visibility is an important navigational requirement to
take into account. Status visibility refers to the capa-
bility of the site to show the user the current position
within (a portion of) the information architecture. Ad-
vanced status visibility features also concern the high-
lighting of the path the user did to get to the current
state, and the marking of the visited nodes.
Orientation is also facilitated by consistency, which
may concern both structural, navigational, and presen-
tation aspects. The content structure of the information




objects should be as consistent as possible. Consistent
navigation patterns are also a great support to enhanced
orientation during navigation. The layout of the diﬀer-
ent information objects, indexes, and access structures
should also be consistent across the nodes.
Designing a layout within a node that may be per-
ceived as ordered by the user is a presentation require-
ment helping avoid cognitive overload for the user.
Especially in information-intensive Web sites, this
requirement is often neglected in favor of condensing
information on the nodes, which is claimed to save the
user navigational steps. However, the result is often a
site with navigational nodes full of disorganized infor-
mation that is cognitively diﬃcult for the user to process.
To enhance the learnability of the site, that is, the
property of having site structure and behavior easily
recognizable for returning users, a possible strategy
identiﬁed is to minimize structural changes across the
diﬀerent site versions over time. A site should evolve as
its requirements evolve. However, the changes in features
should not compromise the possibility for a returning
user to recognize the site and to ﬁnd his/her way within it
as usual. To this end, two speciﬁc requirements are de-
ﬁned. Providing scalable navigation patterns (navigation
requirement) means designing linking structures across
nodes that do not change drastically as new information
objects and links need to be added. At the presentation
level, the layout should be scalable as well, to avoid
redesigning the entire page scheme as content and site
sections need to be added or removed.
Balancing the number of the site sections (or subsites)
with their depth (navigation levels) is a requirement that
may support the achievement of good accessibility.
Predictability, that is, the property of an interface sign to
transparently convey its meaning, may be satisﬁed by
designing link labels, which may indicate clearly the
content they point to.
Important content quality attributes [28] should also
be carefully taken into account during requirements
analysis. The authorityof the content, that is, the extent
by which the author of the information is easily recog-
nized as having knowledge of the subject area [28], may
be achieved by publishing on the site the source of any
third-party information that is reported. Accuracy may
be partly addressed by publishing proper explanation of
the technical terms (about silver products and services)
used on the site. Finally, currency is concerned with
keeping the main content of the site (the family of
products available) up-to-date.
5 From requirements to Web design
In the real case described, the level of detail of require-
ments may serve both as input for a systematic Web and
hypermedia design [1, 13] and for more informal ap-
proaches to Web design [20].
We used a systematic Web design technique (called
W2000 [1, 16], an evolution of HDM [14]) for elabo-
rating design solutions on the basis of the requirements.
W2000 is a schema-based conceptual design model for
Web applications that—similarly to a variety of other
design models—oﬀers conceptual constructs to deﬁne
the information design, the navigation design, the pub-
lishing design, and the operation design. We will not go
into the details of W2000, which is a proven design
method described in [16]; however, as examples we re-
port some excerpts from the hypermedia design carried
out for B-Silver.
5.1 Excerpts from information design
According to W2000, the task of information design is
to shape, on the basis of the content, navigation, and
structure requirements, the information architecture of
the Web application. A basic artefact of information
design is the hyperbase schema in-the-large (Fig. 5),
Fig. 5 Hyperbase schema in-
the-large for B-Silver Web site
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which deﬁnes the main information objects available to
the users (entity types and single entities), and the
semantic associations that may be exploited for navi-
gating from one object to another. Each entity is marked
with the expected number of instances for that entity.
The hyperbase was basically deﬁned on the basis of
the content and navigation requirements. However, at
this stage only, new navigation capabilities emerged as
relevant to oﬀer to the user, which had not been envi-
sioned at the requirements stage. For examples, the
possibility of navigating from a family to similar product
families, or to the description of the brands of the
product family were deﬁned and discussed with the
stakeholders at design time. From this experience, we
learnt once again that having a high-level design allows
quick and inexpensive iteration between requirements
and design documentation.
Information design comprises also the deﬁnition of
the access structures available to the user to locate and
reach the content of interest, as well as to be led to
unexpected content. In the W2000 framework, entity
types are grouped in collections for the purpose of access
(Fig. 6).
As we consider the detailed content of the site, we
have to deﬁne the information components of each en-
tity type. Figure 7 shows the information components
and the detailed information slots for the entity type
Product Family.
Note that the information components do not
describe any predeﬁned user interaction or navigation
structure. They just state the needed content for the
information object. In fact, given the same information
structure, diﬀerent navigation paths may be designed on
top of it. To this end, navigation design enables to deﬁne
the Web site in terms of nodes and links derived from
the conceptual objects of the information design.
5.2 Excerpts from navigation design
Navigation design aims at deﬁning the detailed naviga-
tion contexts (called clusters) for the user to interact with
the nodes and links composing the Web site. Clusters
have to be deﬁned for each type of navigation context to
be supported: the semantic navigation between entity
types (association clusters), the navigation within an
entity type (structural clusters), and the navigation
within a collection (collection clusters).
Let us consider two simple examples of navigation
clusters: a structural and a collection one. Figure 8
shows the navigation cluster designed for the entity type
Product Family. The components of the information
design have been reorganized in nodes for the user to
navigate, and navigation patterns have been deﬁned
between nodes. In simple cases, it may happen that
components and nodes have a one-to-one correspon-
dence. In this case, to avoid cognitive information
overload, the content of the component prices and
availability (Fig. 7) was divided into two navigational
nodes, namely availability info and prices and discount
(Fig. 8). Another important navigation design decision
that was taken concerns the creation of one node for
each highlight product information, and the deﬁnition of
a suitable navigation pattern for allowing both guided
tour access to this content (for example, for ﬁrst time
users) and direct indexing (preferred by frequent users)
[23].
In W2000 terms, a cluster of an entity is called a
structural cluster, because it deﬁnes the navigation paths
enabling the exploration of the structure of an infor-
mation object. Note that navigation design deﬁnes
clusters as navigational context types, which will be
instantiated according to the instances of its elements. In
this example, each instance (100 overall) of the entity
type Product Family will be organized according to this
navigation dynamics.
Figure 9 shows the detailed navigation for the col-
lection cluster of the collection Product Genres. In this
context, designers deﬁne paths for the user to explore the
diﬀerent product genres. Links and navigation patterns
from the entry point node of the collection to the col-
lection members are designed.
5.3 Excerpts from publishing design
Once all the navigation clusters have been deﬁned in
terms of nodes and detailed linking, it is possible to
decide how nodes and links will deﬁne the actual Web
site pages. Pages are designed in terms of page types and
page sections. A page type is composed by page sections.
A page section may include links and one or more
Fig. 6 Collection schema in-
the-large for B-Silver Web site
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content nodes. Figure 10 shows the logical structure of
the page type for the node general features of the entity
type Product Family.
This page type is made of ﬁve sections, each one
providing outcoming navigation links from the page, in
compliance with the navigation design. Layout mock-
ups and graphics proposals may then be made on the
basis of this tentative page design.
Non-functional requirements were also very helpful
in the design process. First, they support the decision of
choosing a systematic design methodology over a non-
structured design approach. In particular, the require-
ments deriving from two soft goals (‘‘consistency’’ and
‘‘minimize structural changes across site versions’’)
brought designers to pick a design approach (W2000)
that would easily facilitate consistency across navigation
patterns and page layout for large Web sites. As showed
in the information and navigation design, the
design modelling abstractions used byW2000 helped take
information andnavigation decisions keeping consistency
across artefacts, thus fulﬁlling important non-functional
requirements (Fig. 4). Content non-functional require-
ments mainly supported the information design. Finally,
a large part of the presentation and navigation non-
functional requirements informed the publishing design
and the subsequent graphic design of the detail page
layout.
5.4 Operation design
With regard to user operations and system operation
requirements, designers may employ standard languages
(such as UML diagrams) to precisely deﬁne the trans-
Fig. 8 Structural navigation
cluster for the entity type
product family
Fig. 7 Information components
for the entity type product
family
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actions and the operations that the site will support and
integrate them in the overall site structure. This design
aspect accounts for the transactional-style typical of
traditional information system architecture. The W2000
design model provides also a UML-based framework for
integrating hypermedia design with operations [16] and
transactions [24] in a coherent fashion. WebML [13]
deﬁnes design primitives for integrating information
modelling with operations and functionality. In the real
case example illustrated, the Web site did not require
speciﬁc operation and transaction design. However,
concrete results of a successful integration of goal-driven
analysis based on AWARE and hypermedia design
(based on W2000) on larger projects are fully described
in [29] and [30].
6 Requirements-driven usability evaluation
Usability evaluation aims at enhancing the quality of the
user experience. Usability evaluation methods for Web
applications usually blend diﬀerent variants of two basic
approaches: expert review (usually referred to as usabil-
ity inspection [11]) and user testing. During expert re-
view, one or more usability experts perform critical tasks
on the Web site to detect if and how they are feasible.
They highlight possible usability breakdowns and pro-
vide suggestions for improvement. Inspection may be
done at low cost after the deployment of the Web site,
after a prototype is available, or even early in design.
Indeed, usability evaluation should be an attitude to keep
throughout the development process.
As systematic approaches to hypermedia andWeb site
usability suggest [31, 32], planning a Web usability
inspectionmeans: (a) deﬁne the areas of the application to
evaluate and the design aspects to consider (e.g. perfor-
mance, content, or layout); (b) prepare the set of tasks that
the inspector will perform to assess the aspects at issue; (c)
deﬁne the usability attributes (also called usability issues)
to be considered for each task. Figure 11reports the
inspection matrix prepared for the B-Silver case.
AWARE helps in planning the inspection because the
usability experts can easily draw large part of the
material needed for the evaluation right in the require-
ments speciﬁcation:
a. The tasks that the inspector will perform could be
easily taken out from the user scenario analysis. The
inspector can also elaborate further on the tasks,
detail them, ﬁnd exception cases or diﬀerent alter-
natives.
b. Usability attributes tend to correspond to the non-
functional requirements. Examples of usability attri-
butes considered for the inspection are in Fig. 11.
Inspectors select appropriate usability attributes that
are relevant for a given task. The same usability
attribute can be employed for diﬀerent tasks.
c. Usability attributes are organized through the
requirement taxonomy. In this way, the inspection
can focus on relevant design aspects. In fact, some
usability attributes measure content aspects, others
are more suitable for measuring navigation aspects,
others assess presentation features, and so on.
To perform the inspection, usability experts system-
atically try to accomplish each single task. They evaluate
not only whether each task is feasible but also assess
each task by means of the usability attributes. For
example, while trying to perform the task get an idea of
the assortment the inspector wonders: How is the prod-
uct family information accurate? How is the presenta-
tion consistent among pages traversed? How is the
navigation architecture of the visited section self-evi-
dent? How are the link labels predictable? And so on for
each task. In this way, inspector assigns a value to each
task for each relevant usability attribute.
Fig. 9 Collection navigation cluster for the collection ‘‘product
genres’’
Fig. 10 Page type for the node general features of the entity type
product family
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This ﬁrst analytic evaluation could then serve to
usability experts as input for future elaboration. The
user testing is then prepared on the basis of the results of
the inspection [16]. This approach to usability analysis is
part of a requirements-driven usability evaluation
method for the Web called MiLE [32].3
7 Validating the AWARE model
AWARE was applied in industrial, research, and edu-
cational projects.4 It is also being applied at the We-
batelier (http://www.webatelier.net) of the University of
Lugano on Web communication projects designed for
public and private companies in Switzerland and in
Italy. In some of these experiences, AWARE was used
eﬀectively by analysts to deﬁne a clear picture of the
goals of all the relevant stakeholders involved, to
negotiate the requirements with the stakeholders, and to
derive an accurate requirement set for the design.
A ﬁrst empirical validation of the AWAREmodel was
recently developed within the UWA European Project
(IST-2000–2513) [34] and is summarized in the next
paragraphs.
7.1 Evaluation method
The evaluation method for assessing the eﬀectiveness of
the methodology was deﬁned on the basis of the diﬀu-
sion theory [35], which examines the rate and the moti-
vations of adoption of a technological innovation by a
group of potential users. Such an approach may also be
fruitful for the evaluation of a novel conceptual tool
(such as a design or requirements method), by assessing
whether it is appreciated by a community of users [36].
The diﬀusion theory deﬁnes ﬁve perceived quality
attributes of an innovative product.Triability is the de-
gree by which the product can be tried on a limited basis
before adoption. Observabilityrefers to the observable
results deriving from the use of the new product. Rela-
tive advantage is the perception of how much better the
innovation is than the competing solutions currently
adopted. Complexity refers to the fact that the innova-
tive product should not be overly complex to understand
and to use. Compatibility measures how the innovation
is perceived as compatible and consistent with existing
practices shared among the community of users.
Besides these attributes provided by the diﬀusion
theory, we add two aspects that we consider important
for a requirements model: completeness and expres-
siveness. Completeness measures the domain coverage
provided by the approach; expressiveness measures
whether the conceptual tools proposed are enough to
cope with the complexity of the domain (Web applica-
tion development in this case).
The quality of the document presenting AWARE was
also assessed by means of three other attributes: con-
sistency, eﬀectiveness of the examples, and structure
clarity.
On the basis of these ten attributes, a process-ori-
ented evaluation was conducted: it focussed on the
quality of AWARE and not on the products designed
with the model. Eleven Web analysts all over Europe
were recruited (nine from the industry and two aca-
demics) to let them know in detail the AWARE model.
Obviously, the number of sample users is not represen-
tative of the community of Web designers and analysts.
However, it gives an initial interesting feedback on how
such a systematic approach to requirements is consid-
ered by Web professionals. To avoid the premature
emotional involvement of a workshop in presentia and
consequent evaluation biases, the potential users of the
model were provided with a document5 presenting an in-
depth explanation of AWARE (in terms of modelling
concepts, notation, suggested process, and examples).
On the basis of the quality criteria, an online ques-
tionnaire with eleven questions was designed (see [34] for
the detailed questionnaire rationale). The analysts were
asked to answer the questionnaire by the fourth week
after the assignment of the documentation. The ques-
tionnaire was divided in two parts: model evaluation and
document evaluation.
Fig. 11 Usability inspection matrix prepared for B-silver project
3MiLE is in turn an evolution of SUE (Systematic Usability
Inspection) [31], mainly used for hypermedia usability analysis.
4Web projects includes Banca121 credit card catalogue and Punto
commercial e-business marketplace. Requirements speciﬁcations of
these pilot applications are available at http://www.uwaproject.org.
5The document assigned for the evaluation is the Deliverable D6
[33] of the UWA EU-funded project.
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The model evaluation part asks the following ques-
tions:
– Question 1: According to your experience, do you
think that the model provides suﬃcient elements to be
tested on a limited basis before adoption and deﬁni-
tive release?
– Quality attribute: Triability.
– Question 2: Do you see preliminary observable results
from the application of the proposed model to the
design of Web applications?
– Quality attribute: Observability.
– Question 3: Do you consider the adoption of the
model useful for your understanding of the relevant
requirements issues for Web applications?
– Quality attribute: Relative advantage.
– Question 4: Do you think that the adoption of the
model can help you improve the quality of the
requirements analysis for Web applications?
– Quality attribute: Relative advantage.
– Question 5: Do you think that the model is overly
complex to be understood and used?
– Quality attribute: Complexity.
– Question 6: Do you perceive the described approach
to be compatible and consistent with the existing
practices, design culture, values, standards, and tech-
nologies shared in your organization/institution?
– Quality attribute: Compatibility.
– Question 7: Is the method described comprehensive of
the diﬀerent aspects concerning practical requirements
issues for Web application?
– Quality attribute: Completeness.
– Question 8: Are the AWARE modelling concepts ex-
plained in the document adequate to the complexity of
the topic?
– Quality attribute: Complexity adequateness.
The document evaluation part asks the following
questions:
– Question 9: Do you ﬁnd the terminology used in the
document clear and consistent with your past experi-
ences in the ﬁeld?
– Quality attribute: Consistency.
– Question 10: Do you ﬁnd the presented examples
useful for your insight in the issues?
– Quality attribute: Eﬀectiveness of the examples.
– Question 11: Do you consider the structure and for-
mat of the document reasonably clear, eﬀective, and
consistent?
– Quality attribute: Structure clarity.
For each question the evaluators could choose among
the following options to express their level of agreement:
Strongly agree/Agree/Disagree/Strongly disagree. A
‘‘neutral’’ ﬁeld was intentionally not deﬁned to solicit
the evaluator to express a judgment on the requested
aspect.
7.2 Evaluation results
In general, evaluators consider AWARE as a good-
quality proposal for modelling requirements of Web
applications. The overall mean value obtained after the
evaluation on every quality dimension is 1.25 on a ±2
scale (Fig. 12), with a standard deviation of 0.29.6
A detailed report about the techniques and results of
the empirical survey is publicly available [34]. Besides a
general positive appreciation of the approach, Web
analysts also made suggestions for improvements: (a)
detailing a process guide that might lead step-by-step
through the requirements analysis; (b) highlighting more
clearly the link between requirements and interface
customization; (c) providing heuristic principles, golden
rules and patterns supporting the model. The legend for
the AWARE model is given in Fig. 13.
8 Conclusions
Starting from the i * framework, this paper introduces a
novel proposal to analyze, organize, and document
requirements for content-intensive Web applications,
extending traditional goal-oriented approaches (mainly
i *) by adding the analysis of hypermedia requirements.
A hypermedia requirements taxonomy—useful both for
functional and non-functional requirements—is intro-
duced to classify the requirements set and pave the way
for a systematic conceptual design.
The results of the requirements analysis may also be
reused for the inspection-based usability evaluation of
the Web site, taking into account user goals and quality
requirements. During an initial survey of AWARE, the
approach gathered positive feedback from the analysts
who participated in the evaluation. However, the model
still need to be further improved across more Web
projects and validated on a larger sample of practitio-
ners.
The main expected beneﬁt of the AWARE approach
is the ability of keeping the big picture of the require-
ments (stakeholders and their goals) under control
without losing trace of the design decisions impacting
6The complexity value may appear as a negative judgment.
Reviewers disagreed when asked whether the method is too com-
plex. Thus, the value is to be read as a positive appreciation.
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the hypermedia-speciﬁc artefacts. Moreover, an impor-
tant contribution is the introduction of a taxonomy for
hypermedia requirements, which bridges the gap
between the speciﬁcation of the goals and the design
primitives currently oﬀered by existing Web design
models.
AWARE has also some current limitations that are
worth noticing. First, it provides a conceptual model for
deriving hypermedia requirements from goal-oriented
analysis but it does not oﬀer ready-to-use strategies to
satisfy recurrent goals in a given domain with a suitable
set of hypermedia requirements. For example, suppose
that one of the goals of the main stakeholder of an
e-commerce Web site is ‘‘attract existing customers to
the products on sale’’. What is the proven requirements
set that may lead design decisions to satisfy that goal? In
other words, AWARE currently provides a set of con-
cepts to represent requirements (requirements model)
but does not oﬀer requirements speciﬁcations to be
directly applied to a domain-dependent problem
(requirements patterns).
The evaluation of the AWARE approach still needs
to be further extended, involving more Web analysts,
Web site projects, and application domains. These and
other aspects, which make room for further enhance-
ment of AWARE, will pave the way for future work.
9 Future work
AWARE is an initial proposal to cope with the
requirements analysis for Web applications. As such, the
research done so far needs improvements and further
evaluation, being just a ﬁrst step in a promising research
ﬁeld. On the basis of the key results presented, current
and future work is focussing on three main aspects of the
AWARE model: validation, technology transfer, and
enhancement.
9.1 Validation
AWARE is an evolving model. As we acquire project
experience, we will enhance the model according to
emerging needs. We are evaluating the eﬀectiveness of
AWARE by applying it to Web projects of various size
and in diﬀerent domains. Future work will be devoted to
analyzing how AWARE is usable and useful to Web
analysts and designers, gathering feedback from analysts
with diﬀerent level of expertise: novice, experienced, and
advanced.
For example, an environment with high potential for
the evaluation of the model is the Webatelier course of
the University of Lugano, where more than ten Web
projects a year are delivered for private and public
companies in Italy and in Switzerland. The groups of
designers may be monitored during their requirements
and design activities while applying AWARE. Results of
the analysis and feedback may then be gathered.
Another important dimension of the evaluation
concerns the scalability of the model. We want to gain
more evidence as to whether AWARE scales up in the
context of large Web applications (e.g. banking Web
sites, cultural heritage Web applications, e-commerce
environments, and tourism Web sites), both in regard to
the constructs and to the notation provided by the
model.
9.2 Technology transfer
AWARE is meant to be a support for real analysts on
real Web projects. However, the path from having a
model to seeing it actually used and adopted by some
practitioners is a long and hard one.
Current actions comprise the exploitation and the
creation of all the opportunities to introduce Web
practitioners to the model, and to train them on how
Fig. 12 Synopsis of the responses of the analysts
Fig. 13 Legends of the AWARE model
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they could use it eﬀectively. Considering the feedback
gathered by these experience (some already carried out,
some of them ongoing, and some to be done), AWARE
is being reﬁned, and under proper ‘‘packaging’’, to make
it usable and correspond to the needs of the potential
adopters in the ﬁeld.
Target industries are Web agencies of middle and
large dimensions, as well as consultancy, communica-
tion, and technology companies involved in Web
application developments. In addition, exporting
AWARE to professional training courses for designers
and analysts is already giving insightful feedback.
Foreseen obstacles to technology transfer for
requirements engineering techniques are the complexity
of the method and the training time needed to make the
method productive. Considering these factors, the
experiences gained by training practitioners will be
monitored, so to provide as much input as possible for
making AWARE more usable, lightweight, and helpful.
9.3 Enhancement
The model may be enhanced and improved under sev-
eral respects. Stakeholder and goal priorities have to be
further investigated. As the size of goals, stakeholders,
and requirements grows, the impact and propagation of
priorities from goals to requirements have to be more
carefully studied. Requirements priority techniques [21]
and practices of requirements triage [37] will be explored
to address the speciﬁc needs of Web site projects.
Usable techniques should be deﬁned for managing
more eﬀectively the documentation of the post-trace-
ability, that is, the traceability between the requirements
speciﬁcation and subsequent artefacts in the develop-
ment (e.g. hypermedia design). Connecting manually
and graphically all hypermedia artefacts to the require-
ments may turn out to be infeasible for the large number
of objects and connections involved. AWARE provides
initial support for pre-traceability, as far as the stake-
holders, goals, and requirements are cast in goal graphs.
However, even goal graphs may not scale very well.
Solutions to make goal graphs more controllable as the
number of objects grows will be explored.
Support for integrating customization techniques
into the requirements framework should be deﬁned. In
the UWA project, customizing the application has been
intended as applying customization rules to design ar-
tefacts so to generate multi-channel Web applications
(available on PDAs, cell phones, smart phones, pocket-
PCs, kiosks). However, at the requirements level, the
relationship and the reciprocal inﬂuence between the
customization requirements and the other requirements
remains an open issue to be further explored.
Guidelines, golden rules and patterns for the entire
analysis process would be recommendable. Having
AWARE modules specialized on given domains may
provide analysts with libraries of prototypical goals,
recurrent user proﬁles, main stakeholders, and potential
requirements to consider. Heuristics for deﬁning
requirements at the proper conceptual level, for identi-
fying, adding, deleting, and modifying design dimen-
sions for requirements would be helpful. Finally, a larger
library of application examples on the diﬀerent domain
might also improve the model overall.
Tool support for AWARE may be improved. Within
the UWA project, basic editor functionality for the
AWARE primitives has been encoded in Rational Rose.
Extending Rational Rose has turned out to be a good
opportunity for facilitating the adoption of the model.
However, adding mechanisms to assist traceability and
requirements priority computation may enhance tool
support.
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